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ABSTRACT

fn this study the interpretation and construction of g1obal
graphs by grade n j-ne Eritrean students j-s explored in a

qualitative research paradigm cal-l-ed developmental- research.
The experience of these students in an environment in which
they were encouraged to work independent of the teacher is
analysed. A situation was set up in which students worked
individualry as werr as in groups for imprementing the task-
based activities with the accompanying research method.
Successive observations of students' work in this environment
were conducted. Their written works in this envi-ronment were

col-Iected for analysis

The result of the analysis revea.l-ed the fact that students at
this grade level were to some extent using their prior
knowledge to plot points in the cartesian co-ordinate prane.
Furthermore, the analysis confirms that students' answers were

based on the appearance of the graphs on the co-ordinate
plane. Their interpretations were al-so directed towards
graphlng straight lines. In qeneral it was observed that
students predominantly used a visual strategy for solving
problems in the task-based acti_vities.

Thls study shows that to make the topics of graphing simple
and interesting so that the qeneral publ-ic can communicate

with it, the concept of global features of graphs should be

i-ntroduced in a1l- grades in the form of a spiral curricul-um.
Since this study was conducted in one cycle, to make it
complete and fruitful, successive cycles shouLd be undertaken
in the future.
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Chapter One

Introduction

1.1 Back ground Info:cmation a.bout Eritrea

Eritrea is located in the northeastern part of Africa; bounded

by the Sudan in the west and north, bY Ethiopia in the south,

by Djibouti in the southeast, and by over 1000km long Red Sea

in the east. As described in the papel published by the

Ministry of Education of Eritrea (MOE) (1991), the name

Eri-trea was derived from the Greek and Roman ancient names of

the Red Sea. "?he Greeks used to catl- the Red Sea 'SLnus

Aeritreyus' whiJ-e the Romans came to know it as 'Mare

Erytreum' that rs the sea of Eritrea."

Its size is about 124300 sq. km and there has not been any

Survey or census conducted in the country. However, Some rough

estimates put the country's population at about 3.5 million.
The population is culturally and tinguistically diverse. There

are nine ethnic groups each having their own language-

During the wal for tiberation, Eritrea suffered utter damage

in al-I aspects. The Eritrean people have inherited a

dilapidated infrastructure. Moreover the struggle has

displaced its population specifically; it has caused a serious

brain drain, dS Eritrean speci-alists of all kind were obliged

to leave their country. Even though the people inherited a

d-ilapidated j-nfrastructure, after liberation plogress has been

attained in reconstructing all the sectors.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/



L.2 The education sector

The existing education system as described by MOE is "Five-
Two-Four system." The compulsory cyc1e, which is the primary

Ieve1, is composed of five years of elementary and two years

of middl-e Ievel schooling. This is fol-Iowed by four years of
secondary l-evel.

L.2 .L GoaI of education at ttre secondarl, level

The declaration of policy on Education issued by the
government of Eritrea (1,99L:2) as stated by Habtai (L994) is
that education at the secondary level would be used to prepare

"productive citizens through practicaJ oriented provision and

to meet the demand f or skil-Led rnanpower. "

L.2.2 I'Iathenatics Education in Eritrea

Mathematics has a conspicuous place in the school curricula of
many countries.. In Eritrea, mathematics is one of the basic

academic subjects at all- IeveIs. However, it is regarded by

many as "a system of abstract rdeas and reLationships"
(Mathematics Pane1, 1993) and there are many deeply rooted

mj-sconceptions about mathematics along with the attached fears

among students and the general public. The opinion is that it
is separated from the real world and can be mastered by only a

very few. The belief was further strengthened by the

introduction of new rqathematics in many parts of the world.

Unless school learning becomes more relevant and approachable

to the majority, it will be impossible for school-s to generate

favourable attitudes towards mathematics.

2
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The teaching of mathematics in our schooLs js a

continuation of the oLd. sty7e. That rs, the taTk and

chaLk method. Having these difticulties in mind, the

reshaping of the current syTl-abus, textbooks and

method.oTogy must work towards enabTing students to gain a

fuTLer and more Tasting understand.ing of the basics of
mathematics (Mathematics Panel, 1993) .

The following are excerpts from the unpublished paper on the

role of mathematics education in Eritrea

To deveTop

enable them

mathematical
to function in

ski77s among

a71 practicaf
pupiTs

affairs
which will
of life.

To deveTop the abiTity of
concepts and -z.deas and

logicaTTy.

pupiTs to discover mathematicaL

aTso their abiTitY to think

To deveTop in pupr1s posi tive attitude towards the subject

and. thus enjoy Tearning it (Mathematics Panel, 1993).

1.3 Statenent of the problem

f am a qualified mathematics teacher and have been teaching

for the last seventeen years. During this time, I have taught

at four secondary school-s, starting from grade eight through

grade twelve. The normal practice at schools where I taught,

and in al-most aII schools in the country, was teacher-centred'

The teacher did everything starting from explaining the topic

up to solving the probl-ems to consolidate the topic.

3
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whenever students were given exercises in the form

classwork or homework, very few students completed

attempted them. others considered themselves as if they

nothing and expecting that everything to be written on

chalkboard by the teacher for the students to copy' -

of
OI

know

the

In relation to mathematics results in the tests and final

examinations at the school-s where I taught and in other

schools were extremely poor. When Some students were asked

about their poor performance, they replied aS follows' "E'len

it I study hard,, I couLd not understand mathematics 
"' 

Some

others said: "f hate the subject."

Though most of the mathematics teachers in schools where I

taught were depressed by what we saw, we were also motivated

by the activities of handful of students who were struggling

with mathematj-cal skills and concepts. Despite my interest to

help students, this was seldom possible because of the number

of students who needed individual assistance and the pressure

from the school administration to complete the syllabus in a

fixed time Iimit.

Whether you are teaching in grade eight or in grade twelve it

was not possible to leave Some of the problems to students to

try themselves during their recess time. Even the teacher

accepts that everything must be written on the chalkboard by

the teacher. Such belief was the Source of weakness for the

majority of students not to be active participants in the

mathematics cIaSS. Sometimes in answering questions raised by

students especialIy, when their Solutj-ons were to be evaluated

during the mathematics cIaSS, it was necessary for me to go

back to the basics of the topic. But this was difficult due to

4
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1. the number of students in one class is
i-n a school where I was

students per class;
teaching there

2. the class itself is of mixed ability groups;

3. an overl-oaded syllabus with too much content;

the following reasons:

4. because of
guidance to
class; and

large. Eor examPle,

were minimum of B0

the problem stated in number one, lack of

independent work both inside and outside the

5. frequent absenteeism by a number of students '

In the mathematics department it was part and parcel of oul

routine work to ask advice, exchange ideas, Share experiences,

sharing teaching aids and conducting classroom observations

among each other while one of us would teach a section of the

syltabus. This kind of sharing experiences gave me access to

the teaching practices of each of the members of the

mathematics department in those schools where I taught ' From

such interactions I did observe that we all were having almost

similar teaching methods.

Teachers were complaining about the majority of the students

being unabl-e to do independent work. That is, students always

required atl the steps for solving problems which the teacher

had already exPlained.

I realised that the teaching method we were using was a factor

5
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for students' poor performance in every activity and for being

dependent on the teacher. To remedy the above difficulty, a

method, which enhance students' independent work, should be

investigated. Students' independent work coul-d specifically be

helpful in the following waYS.

they wiII be able to confidentty evaluate their own work;

and

The teacher in turn will- be able to provide the necessary

assistance to those students who badly need it '

1.4 Motivation of ttre studY

Now the time has come to work with the idea, which I had in my

mind for a long period of time. I was seeking for some

approach that would develop self-confidence in the students;

and in the proCeSS, change the focus from teacher-centred to

student participation in the learning process. The dream

turned into being because of the motivating factors that were

re1eased by the University of Asmara (UOA) in the year 1998 '

Erom a study done by the University of Asmara in 1998, oD the

item analysis of the lgg5-lgg7 of the Eritrean Schools

Educatj-on Certificate Examination (ESECE) "of a particuJ-at

concern is the very 7ow averagie for the mathematics suqqesting

that th:.s course seems to be very ditficuTt-" (University of

Asmara, 1998: 13) FUrthermore, the repOrt comments on the

contents of Mathematics and other textbooks as:

There is too

approaches of
much knowledge given but not enough

anaTysis or ways of thinking. Emphasis

in
is

the

not

6
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with the prob}ems suggested by the uoA and f rom my long

experience as a mathematics teacher, I observed that many of

the students in secondary schools were facing difficulties to

challenge the problems given in the textbooks of the

respective grades. With aII these and other problems related

to mathematics, I was not in a position to fix my research

topic at a particular issue from the difficulties and problems

that were faced by many students. The reaSon was cl-ear'

Students face so many difficulti-es and problems and it was

impossible to treat atl those difficulties and problems at the

same time. After my arrival at the University of the Western

Cape (UWC), I was impressed by the research on global graphs

organised by Realistic Mathematics Education in South Africa
(REMESA) project, which was one of the motivating factors

initiating me to conduct my study in this area'

I believe that the system used in the above research could

pave the way to make my dream a reality. Students'

difficulties were not restricted to one specific area in the

field of mathematics. So it was reasonable to restrict myself

to a very specific issue which seems to be simple and trivial

but a source of error in most students' work'

given to the Erittean situations and

subjects rel-evant to the high schooJ-

(Universj-ty of Asmara, 1998) .

- How do students interpret and construct

- What are the basic sources of errors,
interpreting and constructing graphs?

Do students use their prj-or knowledge

constructing graPhs?

numbers of modern

are not incl-uded

graphs?

white students'are

7
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teacher-student relationshiP,
knowledge from the teacher to

change their attitude towards

mathematics ?

How do we make them active participants in the mathematics

cl-ass ?

These were Some of the questions that were raised during our

departmental- meeting, though we were not able to find an

everlasting solution. I hope my study wiII pave the way for

teachers to run a study in different areas around the current

difficulties of students. Because of these and other burning

issues related to the mathematics curriculum, such dSr

shortage of qualified mathematics teachers, there was a

workshop hel-d in Asmara in August 1998. I was one of the

participants. In that workshop the participants were

discussing about what should be done in order to make the

presentatj-on in the text book as simple as possible so that

students can grasp the ideas and concepts easily and apply it

to solving problems related to mathematlcs and related

sublects. After a long and hot discussion, alI participants

were coming to a single conclusion that every mathematics

teacher in att parts of Eritrea must forward his/her comments

to the mathematics panel of the curriculum unit of Eritrea' I

believe that in order to have an understanding of mathematics,

the mathematics itself should start from the pupil-s' day to

day experj-ences. That is, it should start from what the pupils

can understand. This is supported by De Lange (1993) as cited

by Julie et aI- (1998:38) " . mathematics education

phitosophy must start off in the real- worTd and that

mathematics education should search for its problems and

How do we change the existing
which was a transmission of
the student?
How do we enable students to

8
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questions in realitY. "

From the researches done in different countries, I am

motivated to undertake this research. Eor example, Lillian et

aI (1986), in the analysis of graphing errors, identified that
,,many are a direct consequence of an inabiTity to make

connections between a graphicaT representation and the subject

matter it represents." In their study they observed two major

difficulties. They are difficulty in connectinqT graphs to
physical concepts and di-fficulty in connecting graphs to the

real wor1d.

Though there are a 1ot of problems in the present mathematics

textbooks of Eritrea, I am interested to focus on one issue,

that is pupils' difficulty in interpreting and constructing

graphs. Such problems are common problems in different
countries such 3s, South Africa. As cited by Ju1ie et al-

(1998:37)

The presen t curriculum d.eaLs with specialised graphing

techniques . However, there ls a Lack of emphasis on

the understanding and interpretation of the gTobaJ

f eature of the graphs l-ike the generaT shape of the

graph, interval-s of rise and. f a71 or of a maximum

increase.

The present Eritrean mathematics textbook is in its pilot

stage, and it i-s open to constructive criticism. Hence, dS an

Eritrean citizen and as my duty and responsibility of being a

mathOmatj-cs teacher, I have decided to make my research on

constructj-on and interpretation of global graphs in the

Erj-trean context. I am hopeful that the result obtained from

9
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this research may contribute to update the text.

1.5 Limitation of the StudY

This study has

reasons.

its own limitations due to the following basic

t-

2

Students' ParticiPation
coj-ncidence of harvesting

was Iimited
time and data

because of the

collection time.

Limited Prior
education.

Sumarry

research about Eritrean mathematics

1.6

In this first chapter I have tried to give an overview of the

background information of Eritrea in relation to its

qeographical location, the estimated population and the

education sector with a specific focus on mathematics

education. Beside this, I also explicated the statement of the

problem and the motivation for this study both from the

existing condition in Eritrea and from the experience of other

countries found in the l-iterature. Furthermore I mentioned

some of the limitations of this study'

The second chapter deals with the l-iterature that underpins

the theoretical constructs of this study. Chapter three deals

with the methods of data collection and procedures followed by

chapter four, which is the analysis part ' Discussions'

conclusions and recommendations are treated in chapter five'

10
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Chapter Two

Literature Review and Theoretical Eramework

In this chapter the theoreticat constructs underlying this

study are given.

2.L Importance of globa1 graphs in school mathenatics

A lot has been said about the importance of graphs in school

mathematics in general. Among these I would like to present

some of them as a basis for my study. Julie et dI., (1998)

descrj-bed the importance of graphs as:

Graphs are commonTy used forms to represent information,
which js closely related to the adage "a pj ctute I's worth

a thousand, words." Because, graphs are reTated with

information, d7y citizen needs to have a firm grasp of
construction and critical- interpretation of information.

Graphs occupy an i-mportant position in school mathematics'

Examptes of this can be seen from the prominence of graphs in

many branches of mathematics. Giordano and Weir (1985) justify

the j-mportance and value of graphical representation as

foIIows.

A graphicaT model has the important advantage of appealing to

one visuaL intuition. It gives us a picture and a 'fee7' for

what js happening that of ten el-udes us Ln more syrnboTic

anaTysis. Graphs are very good for gaining qualitative

information Graphical anaTysis js afso a usefuT preLude

1l
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to a more detaiLed anaLytical model often providing cJ-ues to

which factors shouJ-d. be considered more thoroughTy in

subsequent analysis (Giordano & Weir, 1,985:3) .

Leinhardt et 41. , ( 1990: 2 ) has also described graphs - and

graphing as

. Graphs represent one of the earTiest points in

mathematics at which a student use one syrnboJic system to

expand. and understand another .e.q. aTgebralc

functions and their graphs. Graphing can be seen as one

of the criticaf moments in earLy mathematics.

According to Shuard and Neill (tg1'7:xii) "graphs are used in

order to convey a simple pictorial and immediate way ideas

which otherwise require many words, figures or symbols to

portray." They also further describe about the importance of

graphs in schools as:

. To extract as much as possible from graphicaT messaqes /

pupii.s mus t Tearn to read. the mess aqes and' to become f l-uent in

the vocabulary of graphing language A17 pupiTs whatever

their abiTity, shoul-d. Tearn to read as many of the messagres

contained in graphs as they canl for otherwise they wil-7 be

deprived. of communication of proven use (Shuard and Neil-I,

7911: xii) .

Julie et dL., (1998:37) further explained about graphs as:

In addition to the usefu-].ness jn mathematics and appTied

mathematics graphs are probabTy second to numbers as a

rep.resen tationaT form through which information of a

12
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mathematical
(Julie et aI

nature is conveyed to the generaT pubTic

1998:37 ) .

MosttextapproachgraphingaSinformationdisplay,usuallyin
the form of bar graphs, pictographs, circle graphs, and line

graphs (Stein & Baxter, 1989) '

Recent works in assessing what students know and do not know

about graphing reflects a growing sensitivity to the

importance of students' prior knowledge (confrey' L990' !993;

smith et aI.,1993) cited by (Mevarech and cramarsky, L991) '

The literature on graphs can be considered from several

perspectives. This study was conducted:

to consider
presentations;

to considet
understanding

fearner and

graphs (Leinhardt
the deveToPment

et dI., 1990: 4).

anaTysis of the tasks and theiran

the

about

of

2.2 Classification of tasks related to graphs

Most of the tasks that relate to graphs and functions can be

classified into two main categories: interpretation and

construction. These are not mutuarry excrusive categories '

Much of the existing studies look mainly at interpretation

tasks.Inthisstudyinterpretationsandconstructionsof
graphs are analysed in a qualitative dimension'

13
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2.2.L InterPretations of GraPhs

At present it seems necessary to define what 91oba1 graph

mean. According to (Leinhardt et dl., 1990:9) gTobal graph in

:ts fulTest sense means whoLe graph reading'

According to Leinhardt et dl., (1990), interpretation usually

refers to students' ability to read a graph and make sense or

gain meaning from it. Leinhardt et dI. , further describe that

',interpretation can be globaL and g;eneral or it can be Tocal

and. specific." In relation to information processing related

to graphs, Wainer (Igg2) identified three levels of

information Processing.

a)

b)

c)

The

The

the
The

elementary level involving data extraction'
intermediate level involving trends Seen in parts of

graph, and

overall level involving an understanding of the data'

Interpretation actions are subject to both over and undet

generaTisation and. to confusion or confound'ing with pictorial

events of a simiTar nature (Leinhardt et dI'' 1990:8) '

During interpretation action the kind of interpretation

required of the students depends largely on what the graph

represents (Julie et dI., (l-998); Leinhardt et dI', (1990))'

Leinhardt et dI., further explicate that, the graph that are

used in studies represent either a situationr or an abstract

functional relationship (usuaIIy expressed by an equation and

sometimes represented by a table of ordered pairs) or they are

I Situation encompasses two aspects: the surotnding setting and the- contod of the problem'

a situaticn is the setting in which ttre task is presenti, such as a mathernatics lesson, a social
The first aspect of
snrdies class, cr a

science laboratcry activity (McKenzie & Padilla 1986)'

l4
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considered entities in their own right. Depending on what

graphstandsforthemeanj-nqgainedbyinterpretation
either reside within the symbolic space of the graph or it

shift to a different space (the situation space or

algebraic sPace) -

the
can

can

the

Interpretation that requires moving form one representation

form to another is according to Janvier (1987d) and Caput

(1987c) a type of translation (Leinhardt et dI., 1990:8).

Interpretation tasks tend to involve graphs that represent

situations(Janvier198O,1981a,1981b;Preece,I9B8a)'Given
a specific graph representing a situation, there are a variety

of questions asked; the interpretation can be a local process '

(Eor example, one regarding point-by-point attention) or a

more global one (e.g. trend detection) '

There are many global features of a graph that can be

interpreted. These include general shape of the graph'

interval of increase oI decease. And intervals of extreme

increase or decrease (Julie et dI., 1998; Leinhardt et dl',

1990) . It should be noted that one could attend to global

features of a graph whether the graph represents a specific

situation or whether the graph represents an abstract

functional relationship. Another dimension along which

interpretation tasks can be analysed is their progression from

a quantitative to qualitative interpretation. According to

Leinhardt et dI. , (1990:11)

Qualitative interpretation of a graph in its fuLfest

sense requires Tooking at the entire graph (or part of

it) and gaining meaning about the refationship between

the two variabl-es and. in particular, their pattern of co-

15
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variation (Leinhardt et al , 1990:11) .

Qualitative interpretation often is associated with g1oba1

features. Though global features can be interpreted either

quantitatively or qualitatively, it is not accustomed to

interpret locaI features qualitatively, except for dramatic

change of shape, rate or dj-rection.

To summarise, interpretation actions can valy depending on

where most of the action takes place entirely within the graph

or telling the behaviour of the graph at a certain point or at

infinity.

2.2.2 Construction of graPhs

Construction, as to Leinhardt et dI., (1'990:12)

It refers to the act of generatinq something newt to

buiTding a graph or pTotting points from data. (From a

function ruLe or a table) or to buiTd'ing an aTgebraic

function for a graph. In jts fuLLest sense, construction

invoLves going f rom raw d.ata' (or abstract function)

through the process of sel-ection and 7abe77ing of axes I

sel-ection of scale, identification of unit and pTotting'

In the past construction has been rather a tedious /

point-by-point undertaking (Leinhardt et df., 1990272).

However with the advent of technology, part of these actions

can be performed by a computer in a more global fashion and

need not be the task of the student. It is important to note'

however that "releasingr the Student from constructing a graph

from scratch with paper and penciT aTters the task domain
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enormousl-ytt (Leinhardt et df . , 1990: ) . "Cons truction Can be

fairTy sinpTe or quite d.ifficuJ-t" (Kerstake, 1981) ' For

example, plotting points from a table of ordered pairs, once

the axes and scales are set up is quite straightforward'

Leinhardt et dI., (1990:12) stressed that,

construction js quite different from interpretatton.

whereas interpretation reTies on and. requires reaction to

a given piece of data (e.g., a graph, dD equation' or a

data set), construction requires generating new parts

that are not given (Leinhardt et dI', 1990 2L2) '

There are four tYPicaI

construction.
tasks that j-nvolve interpretation and

Prediction tasks

address the issue

Cl-assification tasks,

address the definition

which reTy mostty on construction and

of pattern.

which require interPretation and

and. special properties of functions'

TransTation tasks, which can be either constructton or

interpretation tasks.

ScaTing tasks. (Leinhardt et dI ' , 1990: 4 )

Definingsomete::msrelatedtointerpretationand
construction of graPhs-

2.3

After
graphs

defining
are, it

what interpretations and constructions

is better to come across the four kinds

of
of
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tasks that involve interpretation and/or construction. They

are prediction, classification, translation and scaling. For

this study, I would l-ike to focus on the literature on

prediction and scaling tasks.

2.3.L Prediction tasks

According to Leinhardt et aI (1990:13)

Prediction refers to the action of guessing from a

part of a graph where other points (not expTicitly
or pJ-otted) of the graph shouTd be l-ocated or how

parts of the graPh should fook.

qaven

given

other

At the heart of most prediction tasks is an action of

construction, which can be done either physically or mentally'

BeI}&Janvier(1981)explainedthat,Somepredictiontasks
rely primarily on estimation and to some extent on measurement

skills where others depend on pattern detection. The

characteristic of many prediction tasks is that they can not

be tested. In addition they cannot have one correct answer

(Lienhardt et dI, 1990: 14 ) . "Predi ction tasks vary with

respect to the extent of diversity of acceptable answers"

(Bell & Janvier, 1981) .

2.3.2 Sca1ing Tasks

As to Lienhardt et aI., (1990), scaling tasks are typical of

the domain of functions and graphs (especially to graphing) '

Scaling tasks require particular attention to the axes and

their scal-es and to the units that are measured. The issue of

scale becomes more fundamental when using graphical techniques

t8
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(Goldenberg et dl., 1988; Heid et dI., 1988,' Yerushalmy, 1988)

as cited by (Leinhardt et 3I. , 1990) . Scaling tasks can

encompass either interpretation or construction tasks '

Leinhardt et dI. , (1990:19) , further stressed that:

A graph cannot be interpreted fu77y, without taking into

account rts scal-es. A ful-l- understanding of a graph mean

reaJising what visual features of the graph wi7l not

change under the change of scafes and what features

change when the scafes ate aTtered (Leinhardt et dI.,

1990:19) .

The change of scales is one of the main sources of graphical

visual illusions (Goldenberg et dI' ' 1988) ' According to

Kerslake (1981) and Wavering (1985) scaling tasks can rely

primarily on construction, such as setting up the axes to plot

a graph from a scratch.

2-3.3 Conceptions

Students'
knowledge

According

conceptions are used to rePresent

that is in accord with the accePted

to Leinhardt et dI-, (1990):

students'
meaning.

Conceptions are features of student's knowledqe about

specific and usuaTTy instructed piece of mathematics '

They are meaningfuT ideas that student's deveTop that can

serve as powerfuL workhorses in students continued

effortstoreachdeepermoreintegrativeJ-eve].sof
understanding (Leinhardt et dI', 1990: 6)'

conceptions are contained in the domain in the sense that they
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consist of content that is specific to understanding in a

particulardomain.Bynatureconceptj.onsareintranslationor
i-n the process of belng fleshed out to their fullest

realisation or capacity. This is why they can at times appear

to be fragile, situated, bounded or misapplied' Nevertheless'

theyarewe}].enoughstructuredtodoworkforthestudentand
explicit enough to be the object of communication with others'

In their ideal form conceptions are highly interactive, they

cannot easily fit into the intuitive structure' Intuitions are

features of student's knowledge that arise commonly from

everydayexperience.Ingenera}theyareseentoexistprior
to specific formal j-nstruction. The most recent thinking in

mathematics education views intuitions as positive and as

occasions around which to build instruction and learni-ng

(Fj-schbein, 1g73, 1978; Resnick, 1989) cited by (Leinhardt et

dI. , 1990:5) .

when those conceptions are deemed to be in conflict with the

accepted meanings, various terms have been used in the

Iiterature including the following: alternative conceptions

(e.g., Confrey, 1990; Mevarech et aI'' 1'gg1) ' misconceptions

(Julie et dl., 1998; Leinhardt et dL., ].990), systematic

errors (Brown and Vanlehn, 1980) ' The different terms reflect

different perspectives of students' knowledge. Eor this study'

I use the term "misconcePtion" '

2.3.4 I'tisconcePtions

As to Leinhardt et dI. , (1990:5) :

Misconceptj.ons are features of student's knowTedge about
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specific piece of mathematics knowTedge that may or may

nothavebeeninstructed.Amisconceptionmaydevelopas
a resuft of over generaTising an essentialTy correct

conception, or may be due to interference from everyday

knowTed.ge. To qualify a misconception must have' a

reasonably weTJ--formuTated system of id.eas not simpTy a

justificationforanerror(LeinhardtetdI.,1990:5).

some misconceptions can be traced rogicarry to intuitions

(student's tendency to interpret graphs iconically may be

rerated to their intuitions regarding picture reading) ' other

misconceptions can be interpreted as a result of incomplete

formal learning.

Difficulties related to attenpts to construct and

interpret graphs that rePresent situations
2.4

Althoughgraphinghaslongbeenconsideredafundamentalpart
ofmathematicsandsciencecurriculum,recentstudieshave
indicated that students' understanding of graphs are Iimited'

Many students have difficulties when asked to shift between

the different modes of presentations (Barson & Rowe, L993;

Modvhkovich et aI 1993; Yerushalmy 1991-) as cited by (Mevarech

and Kramarsky 1-gg't z22g) , others cannot use graphs f or either

impartingorextractinginformation(Wainer1992).Sti]I
others cannot apply what they have learned about graphs in

mathematics cl-asses to physics and/or other subject matter'

(Mc Dermott, Rosenquist and Vanzee' 1987) ' Most secondary

pupilsareweakintheabilitytointerpretglobalgraphical
features so as to extract information about many everyday

scientific situations (BeII and Janvier' 1981) '
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Thereisampleevidencethatdifficultiesrelatingtograph
interpretation are widespread' manifest at all leveIs of

educationincludingstudentsattendinganhonoursectionof
calculus_baseduniversityphysicscourSe.(Beichner1989;
padilra et dr., 1980; Schneider, 1993)- cited by (Mavarech et

dI., 1,997) -

Neverthelesswhenexamininggraphsofsituationsstudents
often restrict their focus to an individual point or group of

pointsaSopposedtothemoleglobalfeaturesofthegraph
suchaSthegeneralshape,intervalofriseorfatl,andSo
forth(Be1I&Janvier,19B1)'Janvier(1978'L9B1-a'1981b)has
suggested that this pointwise focus is not surprising' given

traditional instruction in which students are asked to plot a

graph from a table of ordered pairs and then are presented

with a series of questions that can be answered by the table

alone.Undertheseconditions,studentstypicallyusegraphs
in much the same way as they use tables to transmit specific

pieceofinformation.Littleornoattentionisdevotedto
elaboratingthepropertiesoftheunderlyingsituations.

The difficulties and misconceptions associated with students

learning tO focus more broadly on the overal-I shape of the

graphorpartsofthegraphareclassifiedunderthree
categories.

The advantage of many graphs is that

highliqhts feature of the underlying

would be hard to detect'

1. Interval/Point confusion: As

students often narrow their focus

their Patterns and shaPes

situations that otherwise

theY

toa
interPret graPhs

single Point even
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though a range of Points

This j-s most apt to occur

ambiguous.

(an interval) is more appropriate'

when the wording of a question is

2

Forexample,withrespectto-thegraphreferringtotheage
versus average weight of boys and girls on the same co-

ordinate plane, Preece (1983b) found that; students often

responded with a single point when asked the questions' "'r'hen

aregirTsheavierthanboys?,,and.'whenaregirTsqrowing
faster than boys?" AccoTding to Preece (1983b), students found

theword..when,,toberatherimpreciseand,,tooktheeasrest
option and gave a singTe point as the answer ' " Given the

ambiguityoftheword..when,,,itmustbegrantedthat
technicallythesestudentswerecorrect.Neverthelesstheir
focusonoveralltendencytointerpretgraphspointwise.

Slope/height confusion: There are numerous examples in

theliteratureofstudents'confusinggradientswiththe
maximum or mlnimum values (BeIt & Janvier' 1981; Janvier'

Lgl8; McDermott et dI ' , Lg87 '' Preece' 1983b) ' Students

have been found to confuse these two graphical features

on both interpretation and construction tasks '

3. rconic rntera>retation: the most frequentry cj-ted students

error with respect to interpreting and constructing graphs

that represent situations is iconic interpretation' A host of

findingssupportthenotionthatstudentsSometimesinterpret
agraphofasituationaSaliteralpictureofthatsituation
(Janvier , l91B; Kerslake , 7g-l'l ' l-981; McDermott et dI ' ' !981 ;

Stein and Leinhardt, 1989) ' A frequently cited finding in this

regardisstudentinterpretationoftravelgraphsaSthepath
of the actual journey (Kerslake' 1981) '
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Clement (1989) has call-ed attention to two kinds of errors

thatstudentsoftenmakewhendealingwithgraphsof
situations: features correspondence errors and global

correspondence errors'

several studies have pointed to students' tendency to tend

toward linearity in a variety of situations ' Markovits et 31 ' '

(1986)foundthatwhenaskedtogenerateexamplesofgraphsof
functions that would pass through two given points students

producedmostlylineargraphs.Thistendencytowardslinearity
a]sohasbeendisplayedontasksthatfocusonmorethantwo
points (Dreyfus a Eisenberg, 1983) '

scaling issues also arise in the interpretation of graphs ' The

inclj_nation and shape of a graph are, to a great extent'

dependentonthecoordinatesystem.Learnersneedtodeve}op
anunderstandingofwhichfeaturesofagraphareindigenous
to the graph itself (e.g., the y-intercept) and which features

areresponsivetothesystemonwhichitisconstructed.(For
example, the slope of the graph) ' In this situation' Kerslake

(1981)investigatedthedegreetowhichstudentsunderstood
theeffectthatchangingthescaleoftheaxeswouldhaveon
theappearanceofthegraph.Yerushalmy(1989)analysedthe
typeofexplanationsthatstudentSgavefortheiranswersto
provideinsightintotheirrelativelygoodperformances.on
averagefourtimesaSmanyexplanationswerebasedon
computations as opposed to visual considerations '

2.5 SumarY

An overview of the importance of graphs in schoors and about
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the interpretation and construction of global graphs was

broadly given. Furthermore, what prediction' scaling'

translation and classification tasks are discussed' In

addition to these, varieties of misconceptions and

- difficulties revealed in different studies wele presented as a

reference for the ongoing study. Parti-cuIar attentions are

given to the literatures of Ju1ie et dI'' 1998; Kerslake'

1981;Mevarechetdl-,Lgg'l;Leinhardtetdl''1990'sincethe
tasks for this study were developed based on the results from

their studies -

This l-iterature review helped me to focus on issues, which

Iook straightforward but are very critical in rel-ation to

students' ability referring to interpretation and construction

of global features of graPhs.
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Chapter Three

Research methodologY

3.1 Arriving at a research strategY

The broad aim of this study is to investigate students'

abi}ityininterpretingandconstructingglobalgraphs
accompanied by inculcating an investigative nature and self-

confidence in learners. Furthermore, it aims at promoting

students, independence from teacher assistance and thus to

change the focus from teacher-centredness to student

participation in the learning process '

Given the exploratory nature of this study' there was a need

foraresearchmethodologythatwouldbeopentochange.For
thispurposeDevelopmentalResearchSeemstobewellsuitedaS
a research methodology to gather i-nformation about students

abilitY and exPer j-ence '

Althoughtherearemanydifferencesregardingthedetails'
natureandcharacteristicsofdevelopmentalresearch,
Gravemeijer (tggl) explicates the following characteristic of

develoPmental research :

- direct contribution for the improvement of practice;

- great emphasis on subject matter''

-importanceoftherelationshipbetweentheoryandpractice;
diverse methods of data collection"

- co-operation and collaboration of the researcher and

practitioner: and
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Cyclical Process.

My duty and responsibility during data collection was to:

- develop materials which was to be used in the class;

-makeobservationsandmakeaudiorecordingsofstudents,
Conversationswhilsttheyareinvolvedwiththetasks;

-keepingdiscussionsfocussedonthetopics,whichappearon
the worksheets;

- take observational notes during the whole implementation

process.Wherepossibleobservationalnoteswerealsotaken
by teachers for triangulation purposes '

3.2 SampJ.e

The implementation period of the study coincided with the

harvestingperiodinthecountry.Thatwasfromtheendof
November onwards. consequently, almost all students from grade

eight through grade eleven were on the harvesting campaiqn for

three consecutive weeks. After their return from the campaign

some students vorunteered to participate in the study.

Thosestudentsparticipatinginthestudywereofmixed
ability. some of them were scoring the highest marks in

mathematicsexaminationsinthepreviousgrades.Someother
students were average learners ' StiIt there were other

students who were scoring below average in mathematics

examinations in the previous grades '

3.3 Data Co].lection

Data were collected in the following ways:
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Students were requested to do al} their

worksheets provi-ded. If necessary/ they were

some other bl-ank papers ' The written works of

were collected.

work on the

provided with
the students

3.4

Theywereaskedtoexplainwhattheydidusingthelocal
Ianguage "Tigrigna." This was audio recorded' The reason

for doing so was that, English language is used as a medium

ofinstructioninmiddleandseniorsecondaryschools.
StudentsaSwellaStheteacherswereexposedtothis
Ianguage only during the teaching and learning process

inside the crassroom. Hence, most of them were having a

difficultyforexpreSsingthemselvesinEnglish.Soaudio
recordingsweleusedtoovercomethedifficultiescreated
by language Problems '

Personal observational notes; and

Observational notes of colleagues '

The Environment Constructed

since students, ability for constructing and interpreting

graphsisthefocusofattentionofthisstudy,therehadto
beanenvironmentwhichcomplementstheresearchmethodand
vice versa. With this in mind' an environment was constructed

topromotestudent-studentinteraction,whichwasthebasisof
action within the environment. Great emphasis was given to the

activities of students who were actively i-nvolved in the tasks

derivered. These tasks were questions that wourd refrect

students, understanding of interpretations and constructions
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of graphs. The

points in a

constant and

situations -

The

for

tasks in the worksheets primarily included

co-ordinate pIane, increasing, decreasing,

curvilinear functions, and also graphs of

3.4.1 Tasks and the PuaT)oses of eactr task

Mathematicat tasks are central to students' Iearning because

,.tasks convey messagres about what mathematics is and what

doingmathematicsentaiTs.(NCTM,1991224)...Whenstudents.do
mathematics, in the classroom, the activity has most likely

not occurred in a vacuum" (Henningsen and Stein' 1997 z 526\ '

divided into five sections'tasks given to students were

the following reasons:

The first section starts with

in using their Prior knowledge

problems given in the task'

assessing students' abilitY

in finding solutions to the

The second section was designed to

abilitY in interPreting graPhs '

investigate students'

The third section was referring to the investigation of

students' ability in constructing graphs'

The fourth section was

construction of graPhs '

focussing on both interpretation and

Thelastsectionwastoassessstudents,abilityin
relating the concept of graphing with other subjects'
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3 .4.2 Procedure

Students were asked to work in groups of five or six' in

casestheyweretoldtoworkindividuatly.Theyw-erealso
to suggest other possible options '

some

free

When the number of

class sj-ze) , theY

sessions.

students was over PoPulated

were conducting the j-r work

(unmanageable

in different

There was no restriction in using other materials, which could

assisttheminperformingthetaskdelivered'Eorthatmatter'
some of them were usually using textbOOks and exercise books

of the previous grades as reference materials '

At the start of the program the students were urged to

the worksheets prior to any activity' and then continue

the problem. In such circumstances my duty was to register

time elapsed in reading the task and also to register the

taken during discussion and the time taken to complete

task either individually or in group'

read

with
the

time

the

one task was delivered in each session- After the completion

of the task for that duy, most of the time they were asked to

explain their work using the local language "Tigrigna" tO

check the rel-iabj-lity of their work'

After the procedure described above, students' were given the

chance to ask any question related to the problems, which they

deemed to be difficult. In such cases I was acting as a

teacher, otherwj.se I deemed myself aS a mere facilitator and
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observer.

3.5 DeveJ.opmental Research

The core concept of developmental- research is that curriculum

development is not divorced from the goal of changing

educational practice, which is the improvement of practice'

So, from Freudenthal, s position that the purpose of

educational- research is "change". Ereudenthal (1991) stresses

thatineducationalpractice/researchandcurricu]-um
development should not be separated. Ereudenthal',s conception

of educationat development thus embeds curricul-um development

inamoreholisticframework..whjchembracesa]-7the
deveTopment activitres and interventions between the initial

idea and an actuaT change in educationaT practice"

(Gravemeijer, !9942 444)'

Fundamental to Ereudenthal's concept of developmental research

isthatineducationalpractice;researchanddeve}opment
shou}dbeinterwovenbytheircyclicalalternation.
Gravemeijer(19942449)describesacycleasfollows:

what js invented behind the desk ls immediateTy put into

practice;whathappens].nthec]assroomisConsequentTy
analysed., and the resul' t of this analysis js used to

continue the deveToPment work'

Thecyclicalternationofresearchanddevelopmentinthisway
provides a greater synthesis between what Kannemeyer (]-996"2'l)

quoting from Freudenthal (1991:160) refers to as "deveJopment

ensuingfromresearch"and"researchasfatT-outof
deveTopment.,, To Secure that research and development are not
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separated, educational development must take place within the

educatj-onal environment. Developmental- research deals with

"research in, rather than on mathematics education, not in

order to excLude the Latter, but to emphasise the former"

(Freudenthal , 1991"+ 158) .

Gravemeijer (Lgg4z449) quoting Freudenthal- (1988) "that

thought experiments are important in educational- development"

stresses the importance of thought experiment in the "behind

the desk" phase. The developer wiII formul-ate instructional
design with respect to the teaching-Iearni-ng processes and

afterwards he/she wil-I try to find evidence in a teaching

experiment that shows whether the expectations were right or

wrong. Eeedback from the teaching experiment results in new

thought experiments bringing about the j-terative character of

developmental- research. According to Ereudenthal (1991) "the

cycTic al-ternation of thought expe riment and practical

experiment Ls interpreted as theory deveTopment.' which Can be

seen aS sediments of a TocaJ- instructional theory." Which on

the one hand provides a general framework for local

instruction theories, and on the other hand develops during

the process of research and development. According to

Gravemeijer (Lgg4z449) " This theory 'guides deveTopmentaf

work's functions as a basrs for a Tearning process by the

deveToper. "

In developmental research, the contribution coming from a

student's own construction and interpretation do have a great

role in developing global theories. SimilarIYr explicit

negotiation, lntervention, discussion, Co-operation and

evaluation are essential elements in which the student's

informal methods are used aS a lever to attain the formal
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ones

Developmental research is situated within the sphere of
qualitative research. The experimental- experiences are subject

of an interpretative process. An important step in the

analysis and interpretation of the mainly qualitative data is
according to Gravemeijer quoting Smalling (1990), "the

construction of categories of data and the Construction of
concepts" (1994:454).

Another eSSential feature of developmental- research is the

issue of dissemination. Dissemination cannot be divorced from

the developmental- process. Towards this end, knowledge of the

processes that give l-if e to an innovation j-s eSSential.

According to Gravemeijer (1994:452) z

An educationaJ- experiment can not be repeated in the same

manner under the same conditrons. Therefore new knowTedge

wiJ-l- have to be Tegitimised by the process by which, this
knowJedge was gained.

Developmental research is thus an integrated approach to

curriculum development with change or improvement of practice

as its major goal. By taking the developmental research

approach, I intended to extract and explore the ways in which

the interpretation and construction of global graphs affords

students the opportunity to engage in authentic mathematical-

practice as a means of enhancing their learning of

mathematics.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, I discussed with what developmental research

is and some characteristics of developmental research, which

are helpful for orqanisi-ng and analysing data. Furthermore,

the difficul-ties faced during data collection time were

mentioned.

As Gravemeijer (1994:444) stated, curriculum development is
embedded in a holistic framework, defined as "educationaL

deveTopment", which holds all the developmental- activities and

interventions between the initial idea and an actual change in
educational practice.
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Chapter Four

Data Analysis

4.L Introduction

In this study, the data were collected from students of grade

nine in one secondary school. After exptaining the aim of the

research to the class containing 1L students, eighteen

students volunteered to participate, out of which five were

femal-e. Students' age varied from 15 through 19. Male students

are represented by the letter Mi and femal-e students are

represented by the letter Fi, where i is an identification
number.

Collection of data was carried in the afternoon shift in the

science laboratory. Two teachers were assisti-ng me in
observlng some activities at different times. After the

completion of some of the tasks, students were asked to
clarify their work.

At times there were no other teachers assisting me and the

number of students became so large it was difficult to manage,

I was then obliged to give the task in two different sessions,

one after the other. Some of the tasks were given aS group

work and some of them given as individual work. The

discussions held by one group was audio recorded. AIl the

tasks were given in English; and students were communj-cating

domi-nantly in the local language "Tigrigna."
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4.2

4.2.L A task on investigating students prior

knowJ.edge

Task One

Tasks given

of students'
to students, Presentation and analysis

work

The

A

B

fj-rst task defivered to students was the following.
Pl-ot the points (1r3), (3,J), (4, 9), and (2, 5).

Draw the line joining these points. Find some other

points on the line and write them down.

PIot the points (2 ,, 6), and (4.6, 10.2) - Are there any

points on the line between the points (1, 3), and (3, 1)Z
c

Awai].alo].e uateria]-s for task 1

Avail-able equipment were penclls, rulers, and dupllcating
paper. Graph paper were not provided, because, I was eager to

see how they were using the available materials to do the

task.

Purpose of the task

With this task, I investigated students' understanding of

constructing and interpreting graphs based on their priol

knowledge. By prior knowledge, I was referring to:
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Plotting the co-ordinate axes and naming each axj-s.

- Wri-ting the co-ordinates of points in ordered

according to the general convention. That is in the

(x, y) .

Determining the slope of the line.
- Finding the equation of a l-ine passing through two

pairs
form of

distinct
points.
Eina1ly,
del-ivered,

drawing the graph, referring to the task

using the above mentioned ideas (concepts) -

The following were the topics treated by students in their
grade eight mathematics in relation to graphs of linear
functions.
- Graphs of linear equations

- Graphs of l- j-near equations using intercepts.
- Slope of a line.

The equation of a straight line (slope-intercept form).

- Describing and Ptotting Points on the Co-ordinate Axes (In

grade seven and grade eight).

Presentation of Data

The first task delivered was to be done in three groups, but

students favoured individual work. So, they did it according

to their wishes. The foltowing were observations of the tasks

did by each of the students.

Respondentl (Fenale, aged 16, F1)

The first female student (F1) of age 16 was responding to the

first task aS: She drew the co-ordinate axes, but not naming

any of the axes. In plotting the given ordered pairs she was
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reversing the entries, and then she drew a line passing

through the reversed entries. That Iine was passing through

the origin. She did the same thing in part C of the task, and

she plotted the points (2 ,, 6 ) and (4 .6 , L0 .2 ) in reversed

order. That is tO.2 and 6 along the x-axis and 2, and 4.6

along the y-axis, and then she drew the line through the

origin. (Refer to figure 1)
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Respondent2 (Fema1e, ag'ed 17, Ezl

After drawing the co-ordinate axes, She marked the co-ordinate

axes. she did not plot any of the points given in part A of

this task. Eurther mole she did not give any other points
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which lie on the line. She was drawing one line, which passes

through the point (0, 1) by looking it from her neighbour.

Respondent3 (Fena1e , aged L6, F3)

She plotted the co-ordinate axes and marked it, after which

she drew the llne passing through all these points and

containing the point (0, 2), which was not a point on the

Iine. To gj-ve some other poj-nts which tie on the line, this

student used the graph she has drawn and then tried to guess

the point the line passes through by simple inspection, rather

than finding a relationship between values of the given

ordered pai-rs or by finding the equation of the }ine' (Refer

to figure 2)

Her response to part C of the problem was "YeS there are

infinitely many points between the given points 
"'
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Respondent4 (Fernale, aged 18, F4)

She was among the groups who were participating in al-I the
tasks. She plotted the co-ordinate axes and marked it, without
naming any of the co-ordinate axes. She al-so plotted all the
given points 1n part A of the problem, and then joined them

with a l-ine. She has al-so suggested some other poJ-nts that lie
on the line, but some of those suggested points do not lie on

that line.
Exampler (-2, -2), (2,4.3).

Responent5 (Fanna1e, aged 15, f5)

She plotted the co-ordinate axes without naming it. Next to
that, it was difficult to identify which number corresponds to
which part along the co-ordinate axes. She did al-l the work in
a very small area. After plotting each point she was writi-ng
the ordered pair corresponding to the given point, beside that
point. But she forgot to put the pairs of numbers in brackets.
For the question in part B, she did not respond anything. Eor

part C of the problem, her response was yes, and there are

eight points.

Respondent6 (MaIe, agred 19, M1)

He plotted the co-ordj-nate axes. Name and labeI the co-
ordinate axes and plot the given points. Beside each point, he

wrote the corresponding ordered pair. And finally he has drawn

a line through aII these points. He pointed out four points on

the l-ine with values (L/2, 2), (2 r, 4), (3 \, B) and(2 ,, 6) .

The line he drew was passing through the origin. (Refer to
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figure 3)
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RespondentT (MaIe, aged 16, l'12)

In his response to the task, he ptotted the co-ordinate aX€sr

marked it and plotted the given polnts in parts A and c'

FinaIly, drew a line through aII these points. In answering

part B Problem he has suggested that, " (1, 2) ' and (2' 4) are

points on the Iine." For part c Problem he leplied as: "there

are so many points Tying on the Tine containing the given

points. "

RespondentS (MaIe ' aged L1 , lfil)

He has drawn the co-ordinate axes, name each of the axes' He

had also, plotted- the points given in part A of the problem'

and then drew the I1ne through these points. He also answered

part B of the problem. In part C, he has plotted the two
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points and drew the line through the origin.

Respondent9 (Male, aged 17, M4)

After drawing the x-y eo-ordinate axes, he marked it. Then he

plotted the four points given in part A of this task. He then

drew a line passing through these points, containing the point
(0,2) which was a point not on the l-ine. He did this from the

nature of the graph he has already drawn. Basically from the

scale he used on the co-ordinate axes (refer to figure 4). To

answer part C of the problem, he wrote the ordered pairs (1,

3) and (3,7) as {1,3} and {3,11. Then he proceeded with
determining the slope of the line using the above points:
As slope = (horizontal increase) / (vertical increase) .

Therefore, as to his work, Slope : (1-3) / (Z-l) : 2. Using

this value as the value of the s1ope, he proceeded with
finding the equation of that Ij-ne.
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Respondentl0 (Male, aged 15, M5)

He drew the co-ordinate axes without naming any of the axes.
He marked the axes and then plot the points given. Though he

used a ruler, the way he located the points was depending on

inspeetion. So from what he did, we can see that, the point
(1,3) is a bit shifted to the right side, si-mi1ar1y, other
points are also shifted with the exception of the y-intercept,
which was (0,1) . The Iine drawn in part A of this student work

is dj-fferent from the line drawn in part C. that is the line
in A passes through (0, 1). Where as the line in C passes

through (0, 2) . fn giving other points, which lie on the 1ine,
he sighted five points, out of which, one is correct. The

other points sighted were (-2.4, 0) , (0 , 2), (3, 5) , and
t_a -1 \
\ J, Ll.

Respondentll (Male, aged 17, M6)

After drawing the co-ordinate axes, he marked it, without
nami-ng any of the axes. Then he plotted the given points and

drew the line through these points. He also sighted other
points, which lie on the l-ine. In answering the last question
in this task, his response was, there is no point between

(1, 3 ) and (3,1) .

Respondentl2 (Ma1e, aged 16, M7)

After drawing the co-ordinate axes, he marked it. Without
naming any of the axes. He then drew a line through all the
points given in part A of the problem. In his work, he sighted
other points on the l-ine as (5, tZ) and (6, 16) by simple

inspectj-on. He was guided by what he saw on the graph he has

drawn. His answer to part C of the problem was, "there are two
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points. TheY are (2, 5) and (4, 9) .'

Respondentl3 (I'IaIe, aged 16, M8)

He plotted the co-ordinate axes and marked it. He also plotted

alt the points given in part A and c on the same x-y co-

ordinate axes and then drew the line joining these points' In

naming each of the co-ordinate axes he used the term x-

intercept for the x-axis and the term y-intercept for the y-

axis. He also gave other points by simple inspection of what

he drew. He sighted the following points (-2, -2), (-1, -L),

(6,10), and (1,11) as points lying on the line. His response

for the second part of part C of the problem was "yes there

are infinite points. " Later on he cancelled out the term

infinite and replaced it with the number L6 '

Respondentl4 (Ma1e, aged 17, M9)

Draw the x-y co-ordinate axes, marked it and name the two axes

property. He also plotted the given points' He did not use a

ruler. Erom what he suggested, SOme of the points such as

(0,1.5), and (-1, o) are the points not on the line. In part c

of the problem to sdY, there are infinitely many points ' He

used the phrase "manY manY."

Respondentl5 (Ma1e, aged 15, M10)

He did part A and B

of the problem, his
(2,5)."

of the problem correctly- For the part C

response was "one and' that Ls the point
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Respondentl6 (Male, aged L7, M11)

After drawing the x-y co-ordinate axes and naming it, he

formulated vertical- and horizontal Ii-nes to help him Iocate or

plot the co-ordinates of points. The distance between the

tines was not the same. He plotted the points and joined them

with a line, since the distance between those parallel lines
was not the same, the line passing through the given points

also passes through (-1, -3) and (-2, -7) accordj-ng to his

drawing. (Refer to figure 5)
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RespondentlT (MaIe, aged 16, M12)

After plotting the co-ordj-nate axes, he marked it,

plotted all the points in part A and C. Finally,
and then he

he drew the
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Iine containing all these points. He has mentioned other
points such as (0, 1) and (-1,0) . But, (-L, 0) is not a point
on the l-ine. He was suggest j-ng these points by inspection
rather than formulating a relationship between the given

values. For the Iast problem of part C,- his reasoning was

similar to that of the student (M10) .

RespondentlS (Male, aged 16, M13)

Eor part A of the problem, he has

marked it. He named each of the
points given and then drew a line
the problem, he has drawn a line
(1, 0) and (0, 1) . His answer for
"there are ni-ne points. "

drawn the co-ordinate axes,

co-ordinate axes. Plot the

through them. For part B of
passing through the points
part C of the problem was,

4.2.L.L Analysis of the first task

Although students did not receive any special instruction on

how to construct the graphs, when analysing students' graphs,

I classified them into the following categories.

7) PTottiag, :aar.,iag aad markiag the co-ordiaate axes I tusil:g

pllop,er scaJ-iag to mazk poiats oa &.e co-ozdir'ate pJ,ane-

AIl students drew the co-ordinate
exception of three students, the rest
drawing the co-ordinate axes.

axes.

used

with
rul-ers

the
for

A11 students marked the axes. Only six students name each

of the axes as x-axis and y-axis.
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One student used the term x-intercept and y-intercept to

name the x-axis and y-axis respectively'

Most of the students, did not use proper scaling for

marking points on the co-ordinate plane.

As was described in the available materials for this task,

most of the students were using rulers for drawing the Co-

ordinate axes. But, they did not use them in Iocating co-

ordinates of points or in marking the points on the co-

ordinate plane. Since, they were provided with duplicating

papers, only one student used his ruler to draw vertical and

horizontal Iines on the co-ordinate plane, in order to help

him plot the points. Though he was drawing these l-i-nes, he did

not keep the distance between Successive lines the same' In

marking points on each of the axes, most of the students did

not use proper scaling. which again was a source of mistake

for the majority of the students in guessing points from the

graph to answer the questions in part B and c of the problem.

2) PTottiag points oa th'e co-or'liaate pJ,ao'e'

In pl-otting the points in part A and c of the problem,

student assigned the values of x to Yr and the values of

x. i.e., reversing the entries on the co-ordinate plane.

one

yto

AII other students plotted the points given in part A of the

problem. with the exception of one student, which did not plot

any of the points. In joining the points with a line some of

the students drew the Iine freehand like E1, Ml, M4, and ML2'

The rest of the students used rufers. In extending the line

far up or far down, students were using two styfes '
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Two Students drew tines, through the origin' Two

students drew the l-ines through (0, 1 ' 5 ) and

respectively. The rest of the students drew the lines

the point (0, 1).

other
(0,2)

through

knowledge to
These were:

On the whole, students were using their prior

ptot points. However, three errors were detected'

- reversing of the

ordinate Plane;
- drawing the line
- drawing the Iine

ones, which were

co-ordinates in plotting them on the co-

through the origin;
through the points other than the given

not lying, on the line.

when we examine students' work on this task it leads us to the

fact that students were having different interpretation of the

given problem, such things were observed especially in part c

of the task. The majority of the students did not give much

importance to other points, whether they Iie on the Iine or

not. As a result, they were committing mistakes. They were

also unable to formulate a mathematical relationship between

the values of x and y in the given ordered pairs. Rather, they

were dependent on their current work and were thus local1y

driven.

3) Describiag Poiats orr

in fr.e task.
tb.e Tir.re otb.ez tb.an tJa'e given poiats

In suggesting some other points, -which

were three different answers suggested'

lie on the l-ine, there

They were:
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Three students suggested points entirely on the l-ine. From

suggested points by five students, some were on the 1ine,
some were not. Four students suggested points, which were

on the 1ine.

the
and

not

In suggesting points, which Iie
students were using inspection and

on the line, most of the
quesslng.

Erom my experience in teaching whenever students were asked to
draw a line through two or more points, most of t.hem were not
conscious of other points on the line. That is, they were

joining the given points on1y. They did not pay any attention
to the points of intersections with the x-axis or with the y-
axis. In other words they did not consider intercepts as

fundamental parts of graphing. Eurther more, most of them did
not come across the link between parts of a problem as it was

seen in this task. Hence, I do bel-ieve that students were not
in a position to relate what they have l-earned in their
previous grades with the existing problem. As Leinhardt et
dI. , (1990:3) , Quoting Greeno (1988a, 1988b)

Just because -i.earners know somethinq in one way does not
mean that they can make immediate use of it from a

different perspective or in a different srtuation.

The difficulties exhibited in this task in plotting points
other than the given ones were, because of lack of the use of
proper scaling. That is, the distance between successive
numbers was not a constant. Which again was a source of
mistake for the majority of the students in guessing points
from the graph to answer the questions in part B and C.

Leinhardt et df., (1990: 19) explained about the significance
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of scaling in graphing as: "a graph cannot be interpreted

fu77y without taking into account its scaLes 
"'

The difficulties experienced by students in this task were

also difficulties in simil-ar researches done by different

researchers such as: "Many pupiTs found ditficuTty with the

id.ea that there are any more points on the J-ine other than

those they had p7otted." (Kerslake, 19812 722)

4. Describing th.e an,,Iber of poia,ts betweea two givea poiats

To answer part c of the problem, hal-f of the students' were

suggesting that there were infinitely many points passing

through those two points. other students suggested there was

one point (M10, M12), eight points (F5), nine points (M13) 
'

sixteen (MB), and no points at all (M6) '

Those students who suggested the points between (1, 3) and

(3,1) as one point onIy, were interpreting the problem as:

,,how many points are there between these points f rom those

given in A?,, such students were using their prior knowledge

in working with discrete Points.

The following table describes students'

number of points between the two given

(3, 1).

response for
points ( 1, 3)

the
and
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Infinite
points.

Elnite number of Poi-nts No point at

all-One Two Eiqht Nine Si-xteen

EL, E2 ,

E3 | F4,

N17,M2,-I43, M4, M

5, M9, M11, M13

M10,

N1l2

M7 F5 M13 MB M6

(Table l- )

In general, almost all- students were using a visual strategy

in telling the points that were on the line. The exactness of

poj-nts was completely dependent on the use of scales and they

used no other mechanism for checking whether the suggested

points were on the line or not.

Sr:mary about the use of prior Knowledge

Though, the number of students participating in this task was

Iow, the data collected from these students coul-d give an

indication about the problems in using students' prior

knowledge for drawing graphs in the school and in the country

as a whole. Almost all of the students were from similar

living standard and the way they were taught were al-so in a

similar fashion. That is, it was teacher centred. Erom the

analysis of their work, it is possible to generalise that,

students at this grade level were to some extent using their

prior knowledge to plot points on the cartesian co-ordinate

plane.

It was

Iocally
observed that
driven. That

most- of the students'activities
say theY were influenced bY

were

whatis to
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pictorial representations ' So this task paved the

next tasks whj-ch were focusing on interpretation of

they drew j-n order to give other points on the line' It was

arso noted that, they were negligent about points other than

the given ones. There was also a problem of using proper

scaling in locating co-ordlnates on the number planer 3s a

result,exposingthemselvestocommittingmistakes.Thedata
collectedinthistaskalsogaveuSinsightonstudents,
ability to interpret the given set of ordered pairs in forming

way to the

graphs.

4.2 .2 Tasks on investigating
interpret graPhs

students' abi].itY to

Theaimofthefollowingtaskwastoinvestigatestudents,
understanding of discrete points, continuity (in the case of

partDoftheproblem),andtheirabilitytointerpretwhether
points are plotted between the ones plotted or given'

Task 2
Height in cm-

190

180

170

160

150

140

130
waist in cm

50 55 60 65 '70 75 80

HaiIe drew a diagram to sfrow tne height and waist measurements

of himself (H) , AIi
( F') , Zubeda (z) '

(A) , Bereket (B) , Sofia (S) ' and Freweini

FH

z
A
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What is Hail-e's height?

What is Bereket's waist?

Mark in Yonas (Y) whose height is 1BOcm and whose waist is
BOcm.

Should we join up the points on the diagram?

Why do you think this?
What can you say about the height of a child whose waist is 65

cm?

Presentation of students' work

In the first three problems students read and gave the correct

information concerning the individuals. These responses differ
for the rest of the problems.

Those students responding for part D of the problem as YES

were eight in number. The same number of students responded as

NO, and two students did not say anythi-ng about this problem-

They were forwarding different reasons to support their answer

for part D of the problem. Among those suggested ideas were

the following.

Students who said NO responded as:

The response of one student was: "The diagram Ls a wrong

diagram. Because, there Ls no equation, which fits th:.s

diagram." Another student responded aS "they are not on the

same straight Lrne or Ct)rve. " A third student responded aS:

"height and waist are not related. There shouLd have to be a

fixed. multipTying constant (sca7e factor)." In other words,

there is no ratio of similitude. Another student was

responding aS.' "if we join them , w€ can not get a straight
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Line. " Which was the

most of the students

two students.

190

180

170
160

150

140

idea as the second Person. In fact
suggesting similar ideas as these

same

were

Among those students who said YES, they were suggesting the

following. One of the students' responses was: "short people

are not fatter than long people." The ot[rer student responded

"as far as you can take any comparison,

can show." In relation to Part E of th
you can join and you

I
different answers suggested. Such as, L6

problem, there were

Ocm, L64cm, 157.9cm,

748.25cm, -17ocm, around 148cm, "fhere js no student or chiTd

whose height was 65cm." "Ife can not say anything about thjs

child." Two students suggested that, "jt couJ-d be any positive

number 1ess than 790cn. " After submitting their work, Some of

them were asked to explain how they did it. In order to make

them free in explaining their work, they were told to use any

Ianguage. Eor that matter, they were explaining their work

using local language Tigrigna. The following were the points

taken from the transcriPt.

Student (E4) was explaining as " . by Tooking at the

positions of the points I was joininq them with two different

curves, because, the points pTotted on the co-ordinate pTane

couhd. form two curves in the way I drew." (Refer to this

student's work below) .

Height in cm b_....-t -_ _'

VI
H J

I

50 55 60 65 70 75 80
130
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Question: Does your answer contradict with what you have

already written in the PaPer?

,'Yes , but, ds to my und.erstand,ing, I was joining the pojnts

under normal condition. Later on I have observed that, the

points couLd. Lie jn two different curves. so, I did l-ike that.

At thjs time, I am in favour of my previous idea. That js they

should have to be joined."

Question: what do you mean by under normal condition?

"What I mean is, if points are given on the co-ordinate plane'

then necessariTy you need to join them-"

Student l,I!!: "At first, I Saw the points pTotted on the co-

ordinate p7ane. I was trying to join a77 the points, it it was

possibJ-e to have a straight line; but then I was observing

that, they were not on the same straight |ine. so, I said; the

points must not join uP."

I
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Question: If they were colllnear, then would you joln up them?

Hi-s reply was "yes, absolutely. "

Student M5:"Since, they were not on the same straight line,
they shouldn't be joined up."

4.2.2.L Anal.ysis of task 2

In this task it was possible to classify students' work into:
Students were biased by the appearance of the graph.

Associating each of the points either with a l-ine or with a

curve.

If a graph exists then necessarily there should have to be an

equation corresponding to that graph. According to some of the
students' interpretation, the equation will- be either a linear
equation or a quadratic equatlon. It was also noted that,
students' responses to the question referring to an object or
a thing, which was not l-abel-led on the graph was that, "the
problem is wrongt." According to these students: j-n order to
give a response other than the one given, then the thing
should be objectively present.

Using the sum of the values of x and y in a given ordered pair
and/or using the idea of ratio and proportion from the topic
of their eighth grade portion to answer the question in part E

of this task.

Generally speaking, students' answers were based on the
appearance of the graph on the co-ordinate p1ane. The other
thing that we can observe from their work was, their
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interpretation was directed towards graphing a straight line.
If all the points were collinear, definitely aII students

would have drawn straight l-ines. Two basic factors can be

sighted for doing so. First and foremost they were dealing

with linear graphs in their plevj-ous grades. The first task

was also having impact in students' response on this task.

Task 3

The aim of the following
interpretation abilitY to

task was to investigate students'

describe graPhs.

].n cmWaist

80

75

'70

65

60

55

50

Five of the students did this
students were doing their

height in cm.

task 1n a grouP. The rest of

work in grouPs of two

L3o 140 150 160 170 180 190

Describe the appearance of a pelson whose height and waj-st are

plotted.

Nature of the c].ass in ttris task

the
or

z
I

F

A

H
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individually. There were other students from the same grade

but in other sections, who were constantly asking me to

participate in the task. so, dt this moment I was extending my

working time and delivered them with the task' Hence, their

work is included here. At the same time, some of the students

who were involved with previous two tasks were not present in

performing this task. Altogether there were twenty two

students participating in this task'

At first, I was giving much attention to the work of the

students in the group consisting of five students ' In the mean

time, I was afso observing the activities of the rest of the

students now and then.

Presentation of students' work

The first group gave their answer in the form of ordered pair

where the first entry of the ordered pair referred to the

height of the person; and the second entry referred to the

waist of the same person. since, they were discussing in

groups; the medium of communication was Tigrigna. Its

translation was the following.

we observe that peopJe with the same height are along the

same vertical- Tine; and peopTe with the same waist are

alonq the same horizontal l-ine on the given co-ordinate

plane. It was also possibTe to show the shortest and

taLLest person. Srmi 7ar7y, we can show the fattest and

thjnnest persons.

Erom those students

three of them used

working individuatly (refer to figure
pictorial representation to describe

6),
the
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appearance of a person. Eurther more, one of these students

used one pictorial representation of a person to represent two

people H and F having the same height 17Ocm, and with

different waists of 55cm and 7Ocm.

L rH*
d

lr4t'L
Liit""

Uotrt
b&*

l,igtt
l6o t"

gaitt
tf,ut

h,5t^t, m
aruL;

tfc,'- & to u+t '

$

heqnL

Jqoq
a)wrtfu'

(Figure 6)

Another student was arranging the personS (people) in table

form with increasing order of their height. He was al-so

describing the tatlest and shortest peISonS, fattest and

thinnest persons

one of the students' responses was completely different from

other students'. That is, he was lnterpreting the graph, as one

person moving from one point to the other, his height and

waist varies to the varues corresponding to his/her
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destination Point. He wrote it as

Whenthepersonl.satA,hisheightisT55cmandwaist:'s
60cm.ThenatZhisheightincreasesbyScmandhiswaist
by 75cm. Then at the level of H, his height increased to

770cm but his waist decreased to 55cm. At this stage he

gets thinner. But then at the J-evef of F his heiqht

remains the same as H, but his waist increase to 70cm'

FinaTTy at B, his height increased by 20cm to 790cn and

his waist js 75cm. Therefote through many Tevel of

growth,theperson'sheightdidn'tdecrease'whetherit
remains constant when he gets thicker or increase, but

hrs waist some times increase sone times decrease' Now'

he is l-90cm tal-l- and 75cm thick'

4.2.2.2 AnalYsis of task 3

In this task two exceptional descriptions were detected'

1. Describing two different individuals having the same height

butdifferentwaistsbyonepictorialrepresentation.

2.ConsideringthepointsaSpointscorrespondingtoone
person. Which means, the person's height and waist varies

aShe/shemovesfromonepointtotheother.Thewaistofa
person may vary slightly as s/he moves from place to place'

but in rer-ation to the treight, there will not be any

difference in shifting from place to place '

It can be seen that, allowing students to work freely yields

different interpretations, which in fact is having a great

contribution to have a proper understanding of the problem'
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Although, there were some mlsinterpretations on co-ordj-nates

of points, their ability to read i-nformation from a co-

ordinate plane was promising. It enables me to proceed further
deep into the objective of the research. That is, to set other

tasks related to interpretation and construction of g1oba1

features of a graph.

Task 4

Which of the following three straight-Iine graphs show the

same information? Why?

A

Presentation of students work

The number of students who realised that, the first two graphs

represent the same information was three.

1

I4

CB

The response of thirteen students was the first and the

represent the Same information. Five students responded

the second and the last represent the same information and

did not respond.

last
that

one
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Graphs A and B represent

the same

information

AandC
represent the

same information

B and C represent
the same

information

Number of
Students

3 13 5

(Tab1e 2)

Thirteen students forwarded their reasons because of having
the same slope and having the same area. some of these
students were using the co-ordinates to determlne the
equations of the l-ines; in order to herp them answer the
question based on the equation they have found. one student
was sighting co-ordinates of points from the graphs in A and c
to justify his answer. The co-ordj-nates were (0,1) and (5, 5)

from that of the graph in A, and (0, 1) and (5, 5) from that
of the qrraph in C to show that the lines were having two
points 1n common and hence they represent the same

information.
Those who answered as A and Br gdv€ the forrowing reasons.
- Both start from the same point but different numbers. That

is the distance from 0 to l_ in A, was the same as the
di-stance f rom 0 to 2 in B.

The slope of C is Iess than the other two. In case of A,

the line starts from 1 until 5 and in case of B, the line
starts from 2 until 10. The difference is only on scale but
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they give the same information.

Even those students, who answered the last alternative, reason
out dsr because of havlng the same slope B and c were having
the same informatj-on. Two students respond as B and c
represents the same i_nformation. Because, both the co-
ordinates axes in B and c, were l-abelled in the same manner.
That is, "from 0 to 5 aTong the X-axis and from 0 through 10

aTong the y-axis. " rn other words: the scales used in B and c
are the same.

4.2.2.3 Analysis of task 4

In this t.ask, most of the students,
which of course was a correct result,
detected. They were:

responses were A and C

but certain errors were

Having the understanding that, the points of intersections
of the graphs with the y-axis were different: neglecting
this difference their responses were dependent on the
distance. That is, if the distance between (0, O) and (0,
1) was the same as that of the distance between (0, 0) and
(0, 2) on the co-ordinate axes as it was in graphs A and B,

then, irrespective what the srope of the rines were, they
were suggesting the graphs represent the same information.

By disregarding the scales used on the co-ordinate prane,
students' responses were based on the marks on the co-
ordj-nate axes. Eor example: as in the case of B and c, both
were marked from 0 through 5 along the x-axis, and from 0

through 1-0 along the y-axls. Hence, their responses were

"they represent the same information. " The following is one
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of the students' works.
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Answering based on the shape of the graphs: as in the case

of the graphs in A and B.

Though, determining the slope of the line was not the

objective of this task; it was noted from one student's
work that, the slope of the line in C was less than the

other just from the appearance of the graph using simple

inspection. Use of visual strategy was c1early manj-fested

in all- students' work.

KersIake, (L9Bl:L29) investj-gated the degree to which students

understood the effect that changing the scale of the axes

would have on the appearance of a graph as:

Those students who are particularly strong visuaLises,
that js they seem to think in visuaf- terms found extra

difticulty where a graph can be visuaTTy misleading.

They found. difficutty where the axes and scales of a
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qraph were al-tered and the appearance therefore changed.

By and large, students were able to identify, the two graphs
representing the same information. As in the case of the other
tasks, in this task too, most of them were - using visual
strategy. rn givlng a response to this task some of them were
using additional reference materials such ds, the grade eight-
mathematics textbook and their grade eight mathematics
exercise books.

4.2.3 Tasks on investigating students, abiJ.ity to
construct graphs

Task 5

You are asked to fill an empty barrer, which is in the form of
a right circular cylinder that contains six buckets of water
from the nearby tap water. Draw the graph how the averaqe
height of water changes when you fill the barrel-.

Aim of the
graphs.

task: To investigate students, ability to construct

There were ten students participating in this task. Among them
one was f emal-e. The time taken to compJ_ete the task ranges
from forty to fifty five minutes. students were grouped into
two different groups each consj-sting of five pupirs. After
discussing the task in groups, each of the students were
submittlng thelr own paper. This was to check whether they
were fulry participating in the discussion or not. The

discussions j-n the first group were audio recorded. rn
reration to the second group, they were explaining their work
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aftercompletingtheirtask.Thiswasalsoaudiorecorded.

Presentation of Students' Itork

onestudentinthefirstgroupdrewabarrelanddividedthe
barrel in to six equal parts and describes, as the average

height was 1 bucket/cm3. Another student in the same group

drew the barrel by dividing it in to six equal parts and wrote

theaverageheightincreasewasllitre/Cm.Theworkofother
students in this group was simj-Iar. That is, they drew the

barrer and divide it into six equal parts to show that one

bucket of water was equivalent to one partition of the barrel

(cylinder) .

d

t

+

J

L

6t

JI

4 v,-
L

Intheothergroupfiveofthemdrewtheco-ordinateaxes.
TheymarkedtheaxesusingcmaStheunitoflength.Theya}so
drewthebarrelbymakingthebaseofthebarrelalongthex-
axis and the height of the barrel along the y-axis '
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One student among this group divided the barrel into six equal

parts and she fix the base radius to be 2cm. On the vertical
l-ine passing through (4, 0), she has plotted the co-ordlnates

with ordered pairs (4, O), (4, L), (4, 2), (4, 6)- Below

the diagram drawn, she has described the base diameter or

length of the base to be a constant 4cm, but in her

explanation: "as we pour water into the barrel-, the height

increases from O through 6cm. " Another student in the group

did the same thing as that of this female student, but there

was a slight difference in drawing. That is, he was drawing

the base radius of the barrel to be 1cm. He plotted the co-

ordinates (2, 0) , (2, 1) , (2, 2), . (2, 6) along the

vertical line passing through (2, 0). Another member of the

group took the base radius to be 3/2 cm.

Average = (3*6) /3 = 6 buckets/cm. He also described as "x js a

Constant but y varies atter or with the increase or rise of
water. "

The fourth member of this group drew the barrel with the base

radius 2cm. Otherwise, the drawings were the Same. Below the

figure he wrote, "when you apply one bucket, the height of the

barrel rajses jn certain centimetre. AnTnray, the height of the

barrel changes constantly."

v

o.l

Y

u

(
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?
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4.2.3.L ArralYsis of task five

In this task, it was observed that:

AI1 the students were not in a position to relate what

they were taught in other subjects with mathematics.

They were al-1 interpreting the statement as i-f it was

asking to draw a barrel. Hence, there was a problem in

understanding what was actually asked in the statement'

1

2

Erom their explanation and from what they did it was

to come to a generalisation that, ds Leinhardt

(1990:14) describes it "the way a student constructs

depends heaviTy on how s/he thinks a graph shouLd Took

Task six

Alem claimed that the more he

grades are. Please, construct

AIem's claim.

studies,
a graph

better his

represents
the

that
a)
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b)

C)

d)

The

them

were

the
more

solomon, however, said that, when he studies up to four

hours, the longer he studies the better his grades are;

but beyond four hours he becomes tired and his grades are

Iower. PIease, construct a graph that represents

Solomon's claim.

Sara argued that no matter

always get the same grades;

that represents Sara's claim.

Henok confessed that, generally when he

grades decrease. Please, construct

represents Henok's claim.

how Iong she studies, she

Please, construct a graPh

studies more, his
a graPh that

response of students in this task enables me to classify

in different categories. According to their work, they

classified in to seven categories. unlike to other tasks,

number of students participating in this task was much

in number

Categorl'one: Students' who were

p1ane by using the
positive y-axis

drawing

negative

the co-ordinate
x-axis and the

In this category, there were two students. For part A and part

B of the problem, these students responded by setting table of

co-ordinates, which in-fact were not having any relationship

with the problem, since the task was a construction task' It

was theit response for the rest of the problems, which enabled

me to group them in one categorY-
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one of the two was responding for part c of the problem in the

following manner (refer to figure 9). First, he drew the co-

ordinate axes as described above, and then he marked the

horizontal axis (in this case the negative x-axis) by positive

numbers in j-ncreasing order as you move from right to left '

The vertical axj-s was also marked in lncreasing order; but

after a certain interval there was a repetition of numbers.

Eor example i 6, ': , 8, g, 9, 9. WhiCh were leplesenting the

grades attaj-ned by the individuat in the question. For each of

the whole numbers corresponding to the study time the

respondent plotted points on the co-ordinate plane. The

respondent'S response for part D of the problem was not having

any difference 1n plotting the co-ordinate plane from that of

part C. The difference appeared in markj-ng the vertical axis'

He did it in decreasing order as you go up (e.g. 11th, 98.5;

1oth, 90.9; 9th, 80; 6th, 60) for the grades of the

students.

{fr a' @&s o-,t-"t.dt{u't'ae
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The other resPondent did
following manner. Plotting

e)

C of the Problem,

1na 2i'., t fqUn

E=::- -----'....'

( Eigure
part l-n the

tothe co-ordinate axes was similar
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thefirststudent.Inmarkingtheverticalaxis,this
respondent used descending order' Along the horizontal axis'

numbers representing the time of study in hours were written

in increasing order as we move from right to left on the axis '

rn reration to part D of the probrem, poj-nts were plotted

(Iocated) to represent the time of study corresponding to the

grades he scored.

Category two: Respond'ing by using discrete graphs

Five students were grouped in this category. one student was

interpreting each of the craims in the task by one point graph

(refertofigurel0).Sara's,Solomon's'andHenok'sclaims
wererepresentedbysinglepointsineachoftheco-ordinate
planes corresponding to each problem' The rest of the

students, were constructing point graphs for each of the

problemsinthetaskbyplottingpointscorrespondingtothe
whole numbers grly. Three out of five students interpret the

term "grade"'as successive academic years in which the student

was attending.
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(Figure 10)
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Categora' three: Describing by using bistoglalns

E1even students used histograms to describe the information

graphicalty. Three students used l-ine graphs to represent part

A and B of the task. One other student drew a graph in the

form of steps to represent the problem in part c of the

problem. The same student drew a ray directed upward on the y-

axis as a response to part B of the problem. (Refer to figure

1-1 )

6)I

b)

y*

I t)6llt:tlt'Jotlt

[im 0)
{ r'rnQ (t)

(Figure 11)
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Common errors exhibited in this category were the following

Considering the problem as a probJ-em representing a

discrete graph

Unable to understand one block in the histogram represents

a discrete nature.
when they were asked to clarify their work, they were

describing the real condition, which was completely

different from thelr written work. That j.s to sdY, they did

understand the statement and their reply was to the point'

In other words: what they talked about and what they wrote

were completely different.
Some students were drawing parts of the histogram they drew

below the x-axis to show that the individuals in part C and

part D were decreasing their grades as they study more.

They were associating the term decreasing with values below

zero.
There was a respondent considering the time aS negative. In

his drawing he was interested to show that for what so ever

time he studies his grades never change. The unlimited time

misled the respondent to consider the time to include

negative numbers too.
There was one other student who did the first two problems

using constant hi-stograms where the modal value is the same

for atl. For the remaining two using histograms in a

negatively skewed form.

some of the students were giving their own interpretation

for the task given. That is they were ctarifying it and

suggests some other ideas as a conclusion for their

interpretation.
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Category Four: Plotting aII tfue graphs corresPonding to t}e

problens in ttre task on the sErme x-y co-

ordinate plane (the horizontal axis represents

ttre ti-ue and the vertical axis represents ttre

corresponrti ng grade) .

One student was classified in this category'

L2.

The respondent was marking along the time axis

four of them were assigned a constant value 4

4\. Along the vertical axis there were

intervaLs of five starting from 0 through 40'

Refer to figure

four points and

.i.e. (4, 4, 4,

marks given in

.0\

I

.8

3(-

10

,(.l
!

r I
I

? ++ +

Categort Five: Describing the
functions

task bY graPhs of increasing

In this category one student was classified. In marking the

A
I

+0

L(

3

(Figure 1'2)
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co-ordinate axes: for part A of the problem, he drew an arrow

directing to the right side along the horizontal axis and

wrote .'more study" and along the vertical axis the arrow was

directed upward and wrote "better grades." Eor part C of the

problem, the marking was done in a similar manner, but the

terms used were "study by program" on the horizontal axis and

..better grades" on the vertical axis. Refer to figure 13.

For part D of the problem, it was a bit different from others.

That is, beside the arrow which was directed upward along the

vertical axis the term "decrease grade" was written.
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(Figure 13)

DescriJcing the clai-ms

graphs (Refer to figitrre

using continuous J-ine

14) .

CategorY Six:

There were five respondents doing so- Two of them did it

correctly.Twootherstudentsdidthefirstthreecorrectly,
buttherewasas}ightmisunderstandingintheirresponseto
partDoftheproblem.oneotherstudentdidthefirstandthe
secondpartcorrectlybuthisresponseforthetestofthe
prob}emswaspartlycorrect.Thegraphdrawnbythe'later
personforpartCoftheproblemcanbereadaS..uptofour
hours,thelongerhestudiesthebetterhisgradesare,but
beyondfourhourshisgradeswillneverchangenomatterhe
studies. "
AnotherrespondentdrewthegraphforpartDofthetaskaSan
increasinggraphforthefirsttwohoursandthenforthenext
onehourthegraphremainsconstantattainingitsmaximum'' I graPh 'grade. Einally, for the Iast one hour by a decreasrn<

otherrespondentforpartDproblemdrewthegraphstarting
fromtheori<jinandthenafterattainingacertainmaximum
gradewhichwas2,thenitshowsthedecreasingbehaviour.
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Category Seven

Drawing the co-ordinate plane without plotting any thing
inside it. There was one respondent who did l-ike this.
The cl-assification which I did was also supported by Mevarech

et af., (1991 ) by classifying students according to their work

into three major categories. They were:

r.
II.

III.

Constructing an entire graph as one point.
Constructing a series of graphs, each representing one

factor from the relevant data.
Conserving the form of an increasing function under al]
conditions

Though I cl-assif ied students work f urther into p j-eces,

generally speaking; aII the seven categories Can be condensed

into three aS described above. Category I j-ncludes three

categories 1 and 2. Category II was also more simplified to

engulf category 3 and 4. Category III includes the rest of the

categories.

Renark

1) One of the respondents was suggesting the following for
part A of this task. According to this respondent, "Al'em

did not say clear)y in what grade she was so it was

ditticuJ-t to construct the graph." This respondent was

using terms that were different from other students. That

is: for part C of the problem he was using the term
..Better,, - for the interval from one through four; and the

term ..Bad,, for the |nterval to the right of f ive and

including five itself. In part C and part D he was plotting
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points corresponding to whole numbers only-

2. In some cases it was difficult to
Because they were not writing the

the question beside graph they have

identify students work.

letter corresponding to
already plotted,

Task seven

Aster followed the usual procedure for washing clothes. That

is, she first prepared vessels, a barrel of water, bucket and

the dirt cl-othes. Here is thd graph that shows the first cycle

of the washing process starting from the beginning of filling
the vessel with water tiII the end where she spilled the dirt

water

Heig t of water

Time

Make a story that wiII explain the graph-

Nine students were participating in
was a difficulty to understand some

task. To overcome the difficulties,
Oxford Learners Dictionaries.

this task. At first there

of the terms used 1n this
I was providing them with
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They were formi-ng two groups consisting of five and four
students respectively. After discussing in groups, they were
tol-d to write their own paper using their own way of
explanation.

The difflcurty in expressing their ideas in Engrish language
was among those difficurties observed in the tasks prior to
this task. rt was reaching c]imax in this task. As a result,
one student was describi-ng the graph by using a local language
"Tigrigna." From my observation of their group di_scussion, I
came across the improvement in interaction with each other.
One thing observed in this task was students, were discussing
freely which impries that they were in the process of
developing sel_f -conf idence.

A1most aII of them were having different understanding about
the graph delivered to each of them. After a long debate they
came to an agreement whose contents were described by each of
the students.

Task eight

You are asked to fill the following three vases
Each vase was held under a tap dripping s1ow1y at
rate.

Match the given vases bel-ow (1, 2, or 3 ) with a

or C) of your choice.

with water.
a constant

graph (A, B

Explai-n your choice to your group, then write it down
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H

,! T

B

A

Eight students were participating in this task. Participants
were at first told to do their individuaL work and then to do

the same task in groups. I did like this to check the

reliability of their work. The time taken to read the task
ranges from five to ten minutes. With in twenty five minutes

they have finished their individual work. After submitting
their paper, they were proceeding with their group work.

The following were the results of their individual work. Out

of eight students doing this task five of them did the task
correctly. Two students matched one correctly. One student did
not respond for matching the vases with the available graphs

except for one graph. Errors committed by those three students
were the following.

Two students were confused in identifying the time elapsed

from the graph

The other student was unable to i-dentify the graphs

corresponding to the largest and medium vases. While these

students were asked to clarify their work, their reasons

were quite correct and to the point. For example one of the

T

C
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students suggest the following

The time required to fill the largest vase was much more than
that of the time taken to fiII the small-est vase. For the
question: "how do you describe them in graphs?" His responses
were cfear and correct. Simil-arly the other two were also
agreeing in his idea. This explanation of their work was done

after completing their group task.
The difficulty actually exists in interpreting the graphs.

Results of the group work

Both groups were discussing using
"Tigrigna." Members of both groups were

Vase 1 with the graph in B

- Vase 2 with the graph in A, and

- Vase 3 with the graph in C

language

The difficulty of English was manifested in this group work.
They were writing the reason for matching each vase with the
corresponding graph correctly using "Tigrigna".
The result obtained from group work enabl-es the three students
to correct their previous understanding of the problem.

4.2.4 investigating
graphs.

interpretation and

the l-ocal

as sociating

A task for
construction of

Task nine
Kerosene siphons from a trough in to three different beakers
(A, B or C) with the same rate. The graph given shows how the
helght of the kerosene changes in beaker A. on the same set of
axes draw the graphs showing the time-height relationship for
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beakers B and C. Label your graph clearIy.

H

A

A

Analysis of students, work

Two students drew the graphs for B and c on one tlme-height
axes. Five students drew the graphs for each of the two
beakers on separate planes. one student drew beakers filled
with kerosene.

Since the aim of the task was to investigate students, abitity
to construct and J-nterpret graphs by drawing each of the
graphs on the same set of axes alr students fair to do so
because of failure in understanding the instruction. Though,
this was the case, the work of two students show correct
drawing. (Refer to figure 15). From those students who drew
separate graphs, one of them was respbnding as "B js thin and.

has more height" and "c r.s wide so it has smaf L height.,,
Another student also descrj.be his graphs as "B _rs narrow, so
it ful-L fast." And "c js wide so it fuLl slow7y.,, Despite the
separate drawings the re.asons given by the above two students
were also correct.

cB
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GeneraIly speaking, these students' who were participating in
all the tasks show confidence in challenging each of the

tasks. The more they involved in the task the better they

interact.

4.3 Sr:marar on the analysis of data

The tasks were divided into five major parts, whJ-ch enabled me

to analyse students work in accordance with the aim of the

study
A task on investigating students prior knowledge

Tasks on investigating students' ability to interpret
graphs

Tasks on investigating students' ability to construct

graphs

Tasks on investigating students' ability to construct

-c
9,',

?*
L<--

L
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graphs

A task for investigating interpretation and construction of
graphs.

In analysing students' work, I do come across the following
points.

Most of the students were

knowledge to plot points
system.

It was observed that most

link between parts of the
them as separate entities.

of the students
problem, rather

formulate a

ordered pairs;
and were thus

did not make a

they considered

to some extent using
on the Cartesian

their prior
co-ordinate

It was also noted that, for some questions referring to
points which were not orlginatly gJ-ven, their replies were:

"the guestion i.s wrong", "there js no point of this type",
and the like. Which strengthened to the fact that they were

localIy driven.

Some of the students were unable to
mathematical relationship between the given

instead they depend on their current work

1ocalIy driven.

Although they were provided with materials to facilitate
their work, they preferred doing freehand, which again

paved the way to commit mistakes because of lack of proper

scaling.
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Lack of proper scaling drives them to give the answers to

the given task based on guessing which implies that, their
work was basically dependent on the visual strategy

associated with the shape, SLze, and nature of the graph.

Since almost all of the tasks were related directly or

indirectly with linear graphs, there were influences on the

tasks to be performed later on.

Understanding of glaphs by most of the students

participating in the implementation of the tasks was

associated with continuous graphs. In other words, "if
there is a graph, then it must be continuous. "
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Ctrapter Five

Discussions, recomnendations and concLusions

5.1 Discussion

5.1.1 Introduction

In this mini-thesis I examined the interpretation and

construction of globar features of graphs using task-based

activities in a qualitative research paradigm. The task based

activities attempted to create an environment, which enable

students to engage in meaningful mathematical activity'

Adopting the research methodology of developmental research'

the study was conducted during the months of December and

January in the year 7ggg, in Adi ugri senior secondary school

in Eritrea. Data for analysis were collected in one cycle as

candidly as Possible.

5 .L.2 Discussion on glrg irnFJ.enentation of tasks

Many of the students in this study did not hold a clear

conception of graphs. Their conceptions were similar to

students, conceptions as described in the Iiterature

(Kerslake, l-981). The students had specific expectations about

graphs and their behaviours' For example ' "graphs are

represented by straight Lines ' " They also had no clear

understanding of what continuous and discrete graphs are-

There were responses of the type "rf a graph shouLd exjst then

it must be continuol)s." "If a graph exjsts, then there shouTd

have to be an equation or a formuTa corTespond'ing to it" ' and
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the like. There were instances in which students' rejected

discrete graphs f rom be j-ng a graph '

After the implementations of successive tasks, the students'

concepti-ons of graphs were directed towards graphs of straight

Iines.Aninterestingfindingofthisstudyindicatesthat
given a set of points }ying on the Same straight line, when

asked to give the number of points between the given points'

students replies were of the type: "there I'S no point", "there

are finite points between the given points." some of the

students'gave the actual number of points that they had

plotted, others counted the number of Iocations where the line

crossed the grid, and still others gave the number of whole

number polnts as in the literature (Leinhardt et af' '

1990 2232) .

Students were influenced by the nature and shape of the graph'

Although, they were provided with materials for facilitating

their work, they preferred doing freehand drawings, which was

one of the basic factors for committing uneven scaling which

again was the source of mistake '

Though some students do their work correctly according to the

nature of the questions in the tasks, it was observed that,

theywerenotpayingmuchattentiontootherpointsonthe
graph aS a result, exposing themselves to make conjectures. In

some of the tasks students wele applying fitting strategies

which were developed basically from the visual features of the

graphs.

As to interpretation of global features of graphs, students
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did three different tasks. The findings indi-cate that; their

interpretations were mostly locall-y driven. Though there were

a few students who were following Some proper reasoning

strategy for what they did, but the vast majority used to give

the solutions not by relating -to the reality and the

corresponding mathematical formulae or equations but based on

inspection. In almost all the tasks the visual strategy was

the dominant means of giving solutions. Erom this study it has

been noted that students interpretation of globa] features of

the graphs by far depend on the visual features of the graphs-

5.2 Reflection on the research methodology

This section considers deficiencies and Iimitations in the

research design of the i-nvestigation for this mini-thesis ' One

of the deficiencies in this research design was the

insufficient evidence for cycle one, which was the composition

of the nine tasks, delivered to students during the

implementation Period.

I feet that there is al-so a lack of evidence during the

investigation period of how students encountered these task-

based activitj-es. I could have invited some other non-teaching

staff for the process of triangulation, but I do bel-ieve from

the very beginning that an observer for triangulation must be

a practitioner of the subject matter. Due to this reason,

there is a gap in having adequate information about the

feelings of people towards the nature of the study.

My aim in this study was to conduct it with 30 to 35 students
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who were willing to participate with their full interest and

motivation. I succeeded in getting about 1B students, which

was by far less than my expectation.

During the implementation process, though much of it was done-

smoothly, it does not mean that, there were no problems. Among

the problems I faced were:

The coincidence of harvesting time and data col-lection

time, this Could not be avoided for a very practical

reasons. I studied in South Afri-ca and the data collection
period had to coincide with summer vacation in the South,

which is the harvesting season in the North.

My expectation of getting teachers who can aSSiSt me during

implementation of the tasks was not functional due to

teachers work overload in the school.

5.3 Conclusion and Recomendations

This study has explored the students' ability to interpret and

construct graphs, whj-ch woul-d foster the following:

- promote an investigative nature and self confidence;

- promote students' independence of the teacher,'

- change the focus from teacher-centred approach to an

approach where students are actively involved with

learning.

From the evidence which have been gathered it appears that

task-based activities could create a conducive learning

environment that provide a mechanism for a classroom
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environment to promote the features listed above.

The learning environment in which the students worked, allowed

them to reach a consensus among themselves regarding the

solutions to the problems posed in the tasks. In this

interaction the students appeared to have accepted the group

work as a reliable medium to supply information- In group work

most of the students become more confident and competent that

they See themselves aS mole experienced and develop their

know-how within the group. Davidson & KroII (1991 
"362)

described the importance of group work or co-operative

learning as:

co-operative Tearning fs generaTly understood tO be

Tearning that takes pTace in an environment where

students in smaLJ- qroups share ideas and work

coJ-l-aboratively to complete academic tasks '

WhiIe students were working with tasks and accompanying

materj-als deli-vered, there were instances where students could

assist each other in making conjectures based on local

features of the tasks.

Erom this study, a lot of things on global features of graphs

need to be revised in relation to curricul-um development of

Eritrea. In the present Eritrean mathematics curriculum, the

concept of graphing is introduced in alI junior and senior

secondary schools. But as to that of global features of a

graph, very few problems are incl-uded in grade eight. In the

other higher grades thouQh there are certain problems

referring to globaI features of a graph. Their presentation

however, is dealing with abstractions rather than problems of
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the reality. I believe that in order to learn mathematics the

mathematics should start from the reality. In other words it
must start with things or situations with which students are

familiar and then, it can proceed to abstractions. The present

mathematics curriculum is not functioning in this sense. To

make the topics on graphing simple and interesting, so that

the general public can communicate with it, the concept of

global features of graphs should be introduced in al-I grades

in the form of a spiral curriculum.

The other very important aspect of this study was the

introduction of new approach to the teaching-Iearning method.

The functional approach at present is mole teacher-centred. If
effective teaching-Iearning process as are to be fosteredr 3o

approach which enables students from being too dependent on

the teacher should be introduced. This can be effective if

task-based activities with the accompanying approach aIe

introduced.

In this
To make

should be

study, I was

the study
undertaken

able to conduct cYcle

complete and f ru j-tf ul
in the future.

one of the
successive

study.
cycles

Although throughout the text reference is made to teaching

methodologies, they are of secondary importance. The study

focuses on the interpretation and construction of global

graphs but for particularly readers in Eritrea the pointing to

alternative teaching methodotogy is made to raise awareness of

what the teaching context of the classroom experience was '

This might contribute to further focussed studies on classroom

methodologies.
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Einally, I can say that the experience I gained from the

activities and the developmental research approach has

enriched my own knowledge and convinced me that to change the

Iearning environment in the mathematics cfassroom. As Dawood

(1995:107) quoting Waits (1988:334) stated we need "to change

the way we teach mathematics and more important the way

students Iearn mathematics.
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